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Design History
Version 0.1
Initial version of the document prepared for submission at Coursera for peer review as course
assignment in Principles of Game Design.

Version 0.2
Added information about base building economics and progression conditions in sections Basebuilding economy and Victory Conditions.
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Game Overview
Philosophy
The trash is strangling the Earth. It is especially visible in developing countries where waste
management is not always efficient. Natural environments are full of plastics and other traces of the surging
consumption. Trash and pollution is a complex and systematic problem. One of the approaches to solve the
problem are grassroots initiatives from down to top. People all over the world volunteer to gather trash:
LetsDoItWorld.org, TrashHero.org, etc. In the game Trash Hero (working title) a player can experience
cleaning up the environment and restoring pristine beauty of the nature, also gets familiar with recycling
process.
Inspiration for the game comes from a “Trash Walk” at Bali, Indonesia, where I, author of this
document, participated in July 2015. Although the amount of trash on the beaches in the South East Asia is
alarming. That why I want to create a game with a meaningful gameplay. First of all, it is fun to play. But
also immerses a player into the issue of waste management and recycling.
The maxima of the game are not only to entertain a player but also alter player’s behavior.
Ultimately a player will make more environment friendly decision in consumption and purchasing and will
start cleaning up local park, forest, beach even on her own, participate and organize community clean-ups.

Expats and locals gathered 32 kg of garbage during one of the regular Trash Walks on Bali, Indonesia in
July, 2015. My blog post about it (in Russian).
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Common Questions
What is the game?
Trash Hero is an action platformer where you collect trash and fight mutated insects on the
tropical beaches, in jungles and other natural environments. Between levels you are building a base:
construct and upgrade facilities of a recycling plant where gathered trash is recycled into materials.
Materials are used for building eco-village and crafting equipment, which provide new abilities.
Why create this game?
•
•
•
•
•

To study the art and craft of game design.
Complete Capstone project of the Game Design specialization at Coursera.
To add a completed game to my game designer portfolio.
Raise awareness about trash, waste management and recycling problems.
Inspire people to clean-up their environment, stop litter and alter consumption habits.

Where does the game take place?
Game takes place on alternate Earth. There is society of sentient mammals where different animals
coexist. Think about Zootopia. The civilization is on the same level of development like modern human
society with the same benefits for members (at least in developed part of the world) and problems. Bigger
mammals are sentient, smaller animals could be their pets as they are not intelligent
What do I control?
Player controls a hero who collects trash and manages the development of the recycling plant. The
hero is a sentient Panda. It is male or female Panda for choice. In Trash Hero 2 it will be possible to unlock
other characters with the same abilities but different outlook.
What is the main focus?
The hero collects bottles, package paper, cans etc. in natural environments and encounters enemies
like giant mutated insects. Between levels at the player’s base collected trash is recycled into materials.
Player can upgrade recycling facilities to recycle more types of trash. Unrecycled trash ends up in a dump.
If it is overfilled player loses the game.
What’s different?
There are almost no games about recycling except educational apps for children. Also there some
simulators of garbage truck parking on iOS/Anroid and one game with negative reviews at Steam: Recycle
- Garbage Truck Simulator (2014). The only distinguished game is Scrap Squad (2014) about evil genius
who makes upcycled robots from trash to conquer the world. But this title didn’t get traction.
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Development & Implementation
Game Engine
Unity. The current industry standard with lots of tutorials, assets marketplace and huge community.
Knowledge of this engine is the best option for future employment.

Version 1 – Prototype Game
Reduced version of game which I can develop on my own. It will have near 10 levels in one environment
(tropical beach) and very basic features of recycling between levels. Little number of features and systems
to keep development simple. The graphics is going to be primitive pixel art, or low-poly, or based on assets
purchased online. I will rely heavily on assets available online, free and paid. I will try to find as much as
possible prefabs, scripts, music and sound, but also create unique assets on my own. The game is going to
be a showcase of the idea. And also my Capstone project at Coursera.
Platforms: online game portal(s) like Kongregate. May be iOS and Android just to test how it is to publish
a mobile game.

Version 2 – Full Game
Full game with dozens of levels in different natural environments and advanced base building between
levels. It is complicated and polished enough to sell online at Stream and other digital channels and also on
mobile (in-app purchases). It is developed by a small team of at least three people: Game Designer (me),
Developer (Unity and C#), Artist, and with the help of contractors like sound designer. This game will be
possible to develop if I find investors interested in the title. More likely it could be people interested in
promoting environmental issues rather than publisher or investor from gaming industry.

Trash Hero 2
F2P mobile game with lots of levels, tons of features between levels and in-app purchases. Possible only if
Trash Hero 1 is a profitable game.
Some of the features describes in this document are relevant not for all versions but only for Version 1,
Version 2 or Trash Hero 2. The relevant version is usually indicated.
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Feature Set
General Features
Save Earth from trash in action-packed platformer (Version 1)
Explore beautiful environments full of secrets and collectable items (Version 1)
Save adorable pets, which will help in your quest to eliminate pollution (Version 2)
Recycle trash and craft equipment (Version 2)
Build eco-village with zero-impact on nature (Version 2)
Uncover evil conspiracy and defeat minions of E.G.Corp (Evil Greedy Corporation) (Version 2)

Multiplayer Features – in Trash Hero 2
Play with friends – beat cooperative levels, unite in guilds, trade and chat (Trash Hero 2)

Gameplay – Version 1
•
•
•
•
•
•

Explore 10 levels of beautiful tropical beaches
Jump and run over sandy beaches, bamboo bridges and coconut palm trees
Clean up the beaches and collect different types of trash
Uncover secret areas of the levels
Fight against giant mutant insects and arthropoda
Build recycling facilities to recycle collected trash

Optional features in Version 1
• Dive and swim in the water
• Collect full collection of unique antiques scattered among trash
• Save animals who can help you to collect trash from unreachable areas
Optional features could be cut to simplify development.
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Systems
Platformer part
Platforms with different surfaces
Character
Collectable trash
Enemies
Combat
Interactive objects (palm trees, etc.)
Secrets
Optional:
Water environment
Pets
Collectable antiques

Base-building part
Dump for collected trash between levels
Recycling facilities construction
Recycling of trash into materials
Base-building economy – trash types and materials
On levels character gathers trash of 9 types. Each type of trash has several visual models. I.e. plastics looks
like bottle, fishing net, toy, etc. Each type of trash could be recycled into material at the base in a particular
facility. Recycled plastic, metal and construction waste are used for building facilities and could be sold,
other recycled materials are for sale only. One more material appears at base after construction of Gas
collection stations, it is only for sale.
Trash Type
Plastics
Metal
Construction waste
Food
Paper
Glass
Textile
Tire
Electronics
N/A (retrieved from dump
tiles)

Recycled material
Plastic pallets
Metal ingots
Concrete
Organic Fertilizer
Paper
Bottles
Cloth
Recycled tires
Refurbished
electronics
Gas cylinder

Usage
Construction
Construction
Construction
Sell
Sell
Sell
Sell
Sell
Sell
Sell

Base-building economy – dump and recycling facilities
The player’s base is almost overfilled dump (landfill). It stopped to accept municipal trash and accepts only
player’s trash. Player need to build recycling facilities and clean the dump site. The base s 4x4 tiles, 16 tiles
in total. 9 tiles are occupied by landfill, 2 tiles occupied by pre-constructed buildings and 5 tile are free for
construction. After player fills free tiles she has to clear dump tiles before constructing next building. List
of buildings:
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Building

What it does

Office (pre-constructed)

Sell and buy materials

Sorting site (pre-constructed)

List of all trash by types

Plastic smelter

Recycles plastics

Metal smelter

Recycles metal

Concrete factory

Recycles construction waste

Gas collecting station

Collect gas from dump tiles and compost site

Compost site

Recycles food waste

Paper factory

Recycles paper

Glass factory

Recycles glass

Textile factory

Recycles textile

Tires factory

Recycles tires

Electronics factory

Recycles electronics

Prices for buildings, materials, dump clearance, etc. are listed in the spreadsheet.

Other elements
Controls of the game
User interface in-game
User interface in pre-game menus
Integrations with external services (Kongregate platform, analytics, sharing in social media, etc)
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The Game World – Vеrsion 1
Overview
Game takes place on alternate Earth. There is society of sentient mammals where different animals
coexist. Think about Zootopia. The civilization is on the same level of development like modern human
society with the same benefits for members (at least in developed part of the world) and problems. Bigger
mammals are sentient, smaller animals could be their pets as they are not intelligent. Reference images by
Disney and DreamWorks Animation.

Environment #1 – Tropical Beach
The first environment is tropical paradise somewhere is South Eastern Asia. Beaches with white sand, blue
sea, palm trees. In Version 1 levels can be named as beaches on Bali, Indonesia: i.e. Kuta, Seminyak,
Sanur, Uluwatu, Padang-Padang, Balangan, Nusa Dua, Jimbaran, Pandawa, Geger. Over 2 mln people visit
Bali every year. It is famous tourist destination, some people would recognise those places. Unique
architectural elements from Bali also could be used in level design. And everyone who visits resorts in the
South Eastern Asia and makes few steps away from the hotel recognizes that trash and plastics in the sea is
a big problem of the region.
Reference pictures on the next page.
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Beaches in our imagination

And some beaches in reality

In version 2 there could be up to 100 levels in different environments: Jungle with Rice Fields, Deciduous
Forest, Desert and Tundra.
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The Physical World
Overview
Every level consists of platforms in a beach-themed environment. There are sandy seashores and
caves. Optional: water pools where hero can swim and dive.
Key Locations
10 levels named by 10 beaches on Bali, Indonesia. Some architectural may remind real locations
on Bali.
Travel
Upon completion each level hero appears at the dump where she needs to make choices about
development of recycling facilities. After giving management tasks player can start next level – go to
another beach, which needs cleaning. There is a map of a fictional island, which resembles Bali. Player
chooses the next level or can run through previous levels to collect more trash and discover secret areas.
Scale
The levels are not big. They could be completed in less than 5 minutes if player dies 0-2 time, not
more than 10 minutes if there are several tries. If player seeks all secret areas level shouldn’t take more
than 15 minutes.
Physics
In level there are platforms with different surfaces. There is normal solid surface where player can
move in left and right direction.
Other surfaces include:
Sand surface – Character is slowed down while moving on it (minus 30% of speed). Enemies are
not slowing down. There could be hidden collectables and traps in sand surface which are visible only
slightly. Their appearance is triggered when player stand on a tile.
Coral reef surface – Character receives 1 damage when collides with the surface. Player bounces
back in the same direction from where he approached surface.
Shaky bamboo surface – If character collides with this surface the tile is self-destructed in 1
second. Enemies do not trigger self-destruction.
Optional: Water – environment where player can move in any direction. While on the surface
can move left and right or stay in place. While underwater can move for 10 seconds after that suffer 1
damage per 1 second until character swims to the surface to breath. Negative progress bar in bottom pane
of the screen indicates how much air for breathing left in the lungs of the character.
Objects
Tall palm trees: could be climbed like a ladder. Or if system of pets (required animals) is
implemented, the top of a tree could be reached only by a companion pet.
Bunch of incense sticks – object is triggered by tapping on active area when character stands next
to incense. In active state repels all enemies on screen – they move in directions off the screen and “hide”
(disappear) for 5 seconds. Near incense sticks stands traditional for SE Asia Spirit House – a decorative
object which explains why sticks appear in the middle of beach or jungle.
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Collectables: different types of trash like plastic bottles, paper, packages, toys, fisherman
equipment debris, sacks, etc. Most of the trash could be recycled if there are required facilities at the
player’s base.
Optional collectables: unique antique items. Just for collection and feel of accomplishment.
Could be viewed at the player’s base.
Other collectables in level:
o hearts for HP replenishment;
o coins – small amount of credits (optional in Version 1 as there is no complex economy).
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The World Layout
Overview
The prototype of one of the level is provided in a separate file - http://prntscr.com/cbdnbc (open
link, right click on image and download). It was drawn in Sketch. Preview:

The NPC gives player a pet (also pets system is optional in Version 1 of the game). It’s lemur who can
climb palm trees and into caves with narrow entrances and collect trash there. NPC introduces pets
mechanic and controls for the player through the series of dialog bubbles.
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Game Characters
Overview
Player Character
The main player character is Panda (male or female for choice). He/she is a hipster in style and
likes to wear fashionable accessories made from eco-friendly and/or recycled materials. He/she has a
partner (wife/husband) and two young lovely children, girl and boy, loves his/her family very much and
want them to live in a better world. Panda prefers healthy lifestyle, loves yoga, meditation and organic
food. Of cause, he/she is vegan! Goes regularly to gym for CrossFit trainings. Panda is web-designer by
profession, he/she is working location independently and travels with family slowly around the world living
for 6-12 months around the world.
Non-Player Characters
Other Characters in the game are also sentient mammals like elephants, tigers, bears, etc. The
smaller animals like bats, rabbits, lemurs, lizards are not sentient and could be pets of bigger animals (well,
may be the mass of the brain is too small for intelligence). The enemies in the first part of the game are
giant mutated insects and arthropod, later robots and drones of E.G.Corp appear.
Player encounters NPCs sometimes on the levels of the game (platformer part). They give hints and tips,
especially during tutorial, or provide some help, give items and materials. NPCs between levels – a couple
of advisors who give tips how to build and develop recycling plant and eco-village. Inhabitants of the ecovillage.
NPC Character Example – Lion
Lion is a biologist who live in a wild for a long time, He is concerned about environment and pollution
caused by rapid development of the society. He knows that Panda is cleaning up natural environments and
wants to help. He encounters Pandna at one the first levels and introduces game mechanic of a pet control.
Lion present to Panda his own pet – adorable lemur – and explains how pets can go to areas inaccessible by
Panda, like tree tops or caves with narrow entrance.
Characters Reference
Main references are cartoons with sentient animals. Like Zootopia and Kung Fu Panda. Images by Disney
and DreamWorks Animation.
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Creating a Character
Player can choose only gender of a character – male or female Panda.

Enemies and Monsters
There are giant mutated insects and arthropods who damage hero. Hero uses repellent as a melee
weapon to kill enemies. Enemies include mosquitos, ants, cockroaches, spiders, crabs, scorpions, etc.
Some of the enemies:
Crab – giant mutated crab, size is 50% of character in height. Moves on surfaces in left and right
directions. If collides with the player inflicts 1 damage. Can be hidden in sand surface. In this case tiny part
is visible. Triggered to go out from hide when player is on the same tile. Animation of getting out from
hide lasts 1 second – in this state doesn’t inflict damage and also immune to repellent of the player.
Mosquito – giant mutated mosquito, size is 50% of the character. Flies in the air – up and down for 100
pixels or in predetermined path. Could be in aggressive and passive state (could be predetermined and
triggered by game events). By default in passive state, in which doesn’t react on character. In aggressive
state when character is less than 200 pixels away flies toward character. When collides with the character
inflicts 1 damage. Stays attached to the character and inflicts 1 damage per 1 second (“sucks blood”). If
character jumps with attached mosquito it flies away for 1 meter.
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Musical Scores and Sound Effects
Overview
Music compositions and sound effects are free under CreativeCommons license. Or bought at
Unity assets marketplace, may be some other sound stocks. Sound effects and music should not cost more
than 100$.
Sound effects are cartoonish and supports the feel of Dreamworks/Pixar cartoons about sentient animals.
Music is ambient and doesn’t attract a lot of attention. But it’s rather dynamic to support rapid pace of
action on screen. May be some Balinese motives could be used.
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Single-Player Game
Overview
Player runs through levels of 2D platformer. On the levels player collects trash items and destroys
enemies. After each level player sees the result – how much she collected, how many secrets revealed.
After results player transitions to base building phase where she should build recycling facilities to recycle
gathered trash and produce materials, which are used for further upgrading of the facilities.

Story
Panda family arrived at a tropical paradise island. They were happy with the beaches. But when
they went to a more secluded area the found that trash is everywhere. They decided to clean up the beach.
But the trash seems endless. They decided to clean one more beach.
Cleaning the beach Panda met a group of volunteers who was doing the same. They invited Pandas to visit
eco-village they were trying to build. It was inhabitaed by environment activists and scientists who were
trying not only to clean beaches but establish better practices of garbage collection and recycling in the
area. Panda decided to stay in the village for a while and help collect trash, build up recycling facilities

Hours of Gameplay
Version 1 takes near 2 hours to complete. 10 level with 7 minutes per level on average. Up to 5
mins between levels.

Victory Conditions
Player wins the game after completion of level 10.
If the dump, where collected trash is accumulated, is overfilled, player loses the game. So
recycling facilities should be developed otherwise player would be unable to survive till the last level.
Player can’t procced to the next level until builds available recycling facilities. If the player
doesn’t have enough resources she is advised to go back to past levels and collect more trash.
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